[Theoretical analysis of recompression-based therapies of decompression illness].
Theoretical analysis is concerned with the benefits of oxygen, air and nitrogen-helium-oxygen recompression schedules used to treat decompression illness in divers. Mathematical modeling of tissue bubbles dynamics during diving shows that one-hour oxygen recompression to 200 kPa does not diminish essentially the size of bubble enclosed in a layer that reduces tenfold the intensity of gas diffusion from bubbles. However, these bubbles dissolve fully in all the body tissues equally after 2-hr. air compression to 800 kPa and ensuing 2-d decompression by the Russian navy tables, and 1.5-hr. N-He-O2 compression to this pressure followed by 5-day decompression. The overriding advantage of the gas mixture recompression is that it obviates the narcotic action of nitrogen at the peak of chamber pressure and does not create dangerous tissue supersaturation and conditions for emergence of large bubbles at the end of decompression.